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Cleanability

Cleaning agents tested

Manufacturing Product tested
Recommendation  
from testing Notes

3M 3M HB quat

3M 3M TB quat Not recommended for 
horizontal work surfaces

Dulled sheen and caused spotting that did not  
readily wipe off

Betco Betco pH7Q Passed

Betco Betco quat stat Passed

Caltech Dispatch with bleach Not recommended for 
horizontal work surfaces

Given the life time warranty of these units, an HPL top will 
perform better with these harsher disinfectants. When these 
are used on the wood verticals, there is no issue – they do 
not “pool” up. When used on the wood work surfaces, these 
must remain on the surface for longer periods of time to 
kill the bacteria (10 minutes for the Virex TB). Though the 
wood appears to recover over time, its initial appearance 
for horizontal planes is mottled and filmed. I am concerned 
a wood top with the daily use or multiple times per day use 
of these cleaners will not be the best solution.

Johnson Diversey OxiVir TB wipes Passed

Johnson Diversey Virex TB Not recommended for 
horizontal work surfaces

Given the life time warranty of these units, an HPL top will 
perform better with these harsher disinfectants. When these 
are used on the wood verticals, there is no issue – they do 
not “pool” up. When used on the wood work surfaces, these 
must remain on the surface for longer periods of time to 
kill the bacteria (10 minutes for the Virex TB). Though the 
wood appears to recover over time, its initial appearance 
for horizontal planes is mottled and filmed. I am concerned 
a wood top with the daily use or multiple times per day use 
of these cleaners will not be the best solution.

Metrex Research 
Corporation

Cavicide Passed

PDI Sani-Cloth HB Passed

PDI Sani-Cloth plus wipes Passed

PDI Super Sani-Cloth Passed

Various Clear iodine Passed

Various Hydrogen peroxide Passed

Virox Technologies Virox wipes Passed

Wexford Labs, Inc Wex Cide 128  
(1 ounce/1 gallon)

Approved with notes Caused some loss of sheen, but no noticeable effect  
upon the finish layer

Various Ammonia – 10% Passed

Various Ammonia – 100% Passed

Purdue Products Betadine Passed

Clorox Bleach – 10% Passed

Clorox Bleach – 100% Approved with notes Must be wiped off to avoid soaking into  
surface overnight

Various Isopropyl alcohol Passed

Virox technologies Virox 5 general 
Virucide wipes

Passed


